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Abstracts The production of prompt electron-positron paire in 16 GcV/c it p 
collisions h « been measured using the LASS spectrometer at SLAC. An 
excess of event* is observed above the estimated contributions of direct 
•ad Baliti decay of known resonances in the kinematic range defined by 
0.1 & • < 0.45, 0 < p T £ 0,8 CeV/c and 0.2 < H(e +e") < 0.7 CeV/c Z. The 
excess signal decreases slowly with increasing H, but exhibits very 

2 • t M p * and p- dependence, 'She contribution of this signal to the 
• •"/» B~ and T / ' ratios Is discussed. Detailed comparisons are made 
between e «~ distributions and the corresponding low mass u u~ distribu
tions, and a simple productlnn mechanism is proposed which describes the 
16 CeV/c data well. The isp.llcatione for direct photon production are 
presented, and It is shown tliat the model provides simultaneously a good 
description of the experimental data cm the (e/n) and (u/u) ratios for 
p_ < 1 GeV/e. 
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1. Introduction 

Direct lepton pnlr production has received considerable attention 
in recent years JlJ. The observed pair I M M spectrua consists of 
vector meson contributions superimposed on a continuum which decrease* 
rapidly with increasing mass. At high mass, the continuum la vell-
undcrstQQd In terms of Che DrelL-Yan mechanisa [2]. At low a i m the 

+ - 2 
data froa u u experiments 13-6] Indicate that the signal belov ~1 GeV/c 
is stronger than expected from vector meson decay* alone, and is not 
compatible with the Drell-Yan description. There are also indications 
that the characteristics of the continuum depend on the kinamatlcal range 
of observation. The inherently poor resolution of dlauon experiments 
has, however, node detailed study of the propertleu of the continuuai 
difficult. 

Lou nass electron pair data ate scarce and Inconclusive. Two 1SR 
experiments [7-81 have measured lou nasa c e" pairs at large transverse 
momentum {p T > 2 GeV/c); In each case the observed spectrum is consistent 
with the contributions resulting from Dalits decay Of n and u arsons 
and semi-leptonic decays of charmed particles. Several bubble chamber 
groups [9-12] have seen indications of a low-maas continutas, but these 
experiments are limited by their loir sensitivity• 

Data on single lepton production for P T < 1 CeV/c are alio somewhat 
United, and are usually presented in terns of Che lepton to plcn ratio.. 
The (e/n) data result from pp interactions « t » " f l [13(a)-(c)l and 
Indicate chat the ratio increases exponentially with decreasing p_» 
reaching a value of~6 x 10 at p_ - 0.25 CeV/c [cf. Fig. 2Sjt In 
contrast, the wion data are obtained as averages over the lev p y 
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rejioo at fixed x from proton-nucleus Interactions, primarily in the 

200 - 400 CeV/c Incident momentum range [13(d)-(g)]. The (u/r) ratio 
-4 

la observed to have a value —1.3 * 10 at x - 0 and to decrease approxi
mately exponentially with increasing x. [cf. Fig. Z9]. Unanswered 
problems in this area involve the precise extent to which the single 
lepton distributions are a consequence of dllepton production [4, 13(e), 
13(f)]• and the simultaneous quantitative description of the observed 
(c/w) and (u/n) behaviour. 

The purpose of the present experiment la to address these questions 

by studying the direct production of electron paira in n~p interactions 
2 

at 16 GeV/c. The results on the mans, x and p_ dependence have been 

published (14). In chapters 2 and 3 the experimental procedure and 

results are discussed in detail, and in chapter 4 comparison is made 

between the e e data and corresponding JJ u~ distributions. A simple 

modal for the production mechanism is proposed in chapter 5, and Its 

consequences far direct photon production and the behaviour of the single 

lapton to plon ratio at low p_ are presented. 

2. The Experiment 

2.1 Experimental Apparatus 

The experiment waa performed in a 16 GeV/c n~ beam at SLAC using 

the large aperture superconducting uolenoid spectrometer, LASS [IS], 

Scintillation counter hodoscopes, two threshold Cerenkov counters and 

eight planes of 1 mm wire spacing proportional chember were used to tag 

the Incident pions and measure the riomentum and trajectory of each 

beam particle incident on the 92 en long liquid hydrogen target. The 

* 
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beam particle parameters wora determined to within £0.252 in auMntia, 
±0.5 ssrad in angle and ±1 am in space at the interaction paint. 

The spectrometer Is schematically represented In Pig. 1. tt con
sists of * superconducting, solenoid Magnet vertex detector coaalned down
stream with • large acceptance dipi>le Magnet spectrometer. Small angle 
high momentum tracks are well measured in the downstream spectrometer, 
and the combination of the two detector systems provide*te4t geometrical 
acceptance for charged particles as well as good momentum resolution 
over a vide range of longitudinal and transverse momenta. A detailed 
description of the various detector components *• to be found in 
reference 15. 

The vertex spectroaster has an approximately uniform field of 
22*4 Kgauss parallel to the incident beam direction In * voiiatt of 
1,9 m diameter and 4 m length. The target occupied the first ~1 • of 
the field region and was surrounded by a cylindrical mulciwire propor
tional chamber and 15 planes of cylindrical spark chambers providing 
st«rco measurement of azimuth and z coordinate for particle* exiting 
the target at large angles. Downstream of the target there were three 
1 tM wire spacing capacitive diode readout (CO) spark charter* (four 
planes per chamber), two MtfpC's with 2 mm wire spacing (thru planes 
per chamber), and three HWPC radial nodescopes (with 1*4* asimuthal 
angle resolution) covering tfce full apartar* of the solenoid. The spark 
chambers were deadened in the central region by 21.6 em diamatav 
polyurathane discs and these regions ware read out by 1 am wire spacing 
MtfPC's mounted on Che mechanical frames of the spark chambers. Than 
saaembliea provided »*G.5 an spatial resolution over the full 2 x 2 net era 

f 
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active areas of the chambers coabined with abort aeaory tiae ("SO asec) 
In the busy central region. The end of the solenoid was closed by a 
38 cell threshold Cerenlcov counter filled with air at atmospheric 
pressure. Coder these conditions, the Cerenkov threshold for electrons 
UBS 21 MeV/c and foe plons it uas 5.B GeV/e. The lower quadrant of 
9 cells was not lastruaented during this experiaent. 

The forward spectromter was built around an analyzing aagttet with 
2 x 1 neter gap and 32 Xgaust-aeter field integral. upstreta. there 
were two (5 x 2) deter aegnetostrlctlve (HS) spark chaabers with four 
readout planes eaeh, a capecltlve diode readout spark cheaper with 
central WHPC asseably (as described above for the vertex spectroaeter) 
and a (2.5 x 2) aster NUPC hodotcope with 4 aa wire spacing. Finally, 
there were 13 total absorption shower counters "15 radiation length 
thick, arranged around the nagnet aperture {fit. 2). They consisted of 
alternating layers of doped lucite and Lead convenor plates of varying 
thickness chosen tD provide unlfon pulia height response over tht entire 
area of the counters. A layer of scintillation counters pieced in front 
of each shower counter provided a genu veto by recording tht passage 
of charged particles. Downstream, there were four aagneeostrlctivt 
readout spark chaabers (3 x 1,5) aeters in area, each with four planes 
of readout, and a 4 aa wire spacing MWPC hodoscope of <2. 5 * 1.3) asters. 
In-tiae infotaation for track reconstruction was provided by the MtFC 
hodoacopes and two arrays of scintillation counters located 1—artiaraly 
baolnd the spark chanter package. Finally, a second threshold Cersnfcov 
counter and a lead-aclntUlator sandwich shower counter conpleted the 
forward systea. The detector lever ara apstreaa of the analysing aagset 
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was 0*8 aeeers and downstream it was 1.7 meters, yielding aonentua 
resolution of better than 0*5 parent for forward particle*. The resolu
tion of the spectrometer asy be characterised by the following.: the 
tr * * * invariant, a w n resolution to M HeV VMM, the production ancles 
of charged particles are measured Co £0*0 a n d zad the aiming, aass 
resolution for a recoil bar/on is typically ̂ -±70 ncv. The reconstruct 
tion of zero-opening angle y conversions la complicated by the probica 
of the eranolsrity of the aeasareaent* which Increases the y B O S S 
resolution froa the expected 10 MfeY to-30 HeV- Nevertheless, the yt 
effective aass reconstructed froa 4 electron tracks {Fig. 3) •hows a 
cleat »° peak of 28 MeV FWW, 

Th» trigger for the experiment was designed to select event* with 
at least ana electron prennt. It required a coincidence anoni an 
identified incident >**, one or aore cell* in the Cerenfcev counter, CI, 
and one or aere of the shower counters with its attendant v-veto counter. 

_3 the restating trigger rate W W -5.5 10 per incident plea. Additional 
triggers were aixed la with this electron trigger to provide seaples of 
events for study of the performance of the spectroneter. These antra 
data came froa an interaction trigger—which saepled the total cross 
section—and front non-interacting bean particles—which were used to 
deteradne the bean prof 11a characteristics throughout the exaerfaeat. 

2.2 Accentance end Performance of the Spsscrxeaetcr 
the gecwtrical acceptance of LASS for the reconstruction of 

charged tracks covers essentially the full 4* valid angle> The 
acceptance for direct electron pair production is defined by the 
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Ml. 3t The two ptetos tffcetim a m distribution to tte vieinttr of 
tte t» f*a» • mfc Btmfl* of tte 4«u. 
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( M M t i j and electron identification capabilities of Cerankov CI and the 
shower counter eyete*. 

The threshold for plans to produce light In CI was apnroxiMtely 
S.8 CeV/e. In order to renove problcaai related co the asaantoa resolu
tion and edee «f fecta is. the, extrapolation of the swaeered tracks through 
the lntaoogeneous fringe field region between the end of the solenoid 
and the shower counter*, en upper llalt of p ^ g • s * ° <»*v/c was iaposed 
on electron track candidates during the off-line anslyslo. The hadron 
rejection of CL was measured In a teat arrangeaent to be better than 
5.10 pe:- track. Th« efficiency of the counter for Identifying electrons 
depended an che oomantua and emission angle of thi tracks. In order to 
estimate the CI efficiency in the experimentally covered kineaatlcal 
range, a BMiploi of converted photoni wae selected having ono track doubly-
identified by CI Cerenkov and a shower counter, and with reconstructed 
effective mass of the photon le» than 30 MeV. Ttio aeeond track of the 
pair assured .in unbiased aeasurenent of efficiency and the results are 
fllinvn in Pis. 4(a) AC a function of track noaencua. A sinllar procedure 
resulted in the estimates of the efficieneiee of the above* counters 
ahmm in figs. 4f» and 4(e) (15] > 

The drop in CI efficiency at lew nonetitua vaa due to increased 
spiralling of the charged track in the solenoid'e •agnatic field, which 
resulted in a shorter path-length in any individual CI cell. 

The decrease of sham* counter efficiency at lev noawntua reeulted 
froa) the lnpoeed threshold poise height cuts tar electron identifica
tion- Theee cute gave a haaron aisidentiflcetloa probability which was 
typically -IX, so that the coablned Cerenkov and afaower counter bairen 
rejection was better than 6 * 10~ par track. 
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Due to the sharp drop of efficiency ac small momenta, the lower 
limit for electron Identification was set at p,._ • 0«75 CeV/c, 

LAB 
The gnoaetrlcal acceptance for pairs of electrons with individual 

tracks in the 0.75 < p U B < 0,5 CeV/c momentum range was calculated by 
a Monte Carlo method using a realistic description of the apparatus and 
the geoaetry of the counters. The acceptance is in general a function 
of x, P T and pair masa M, as well as the internal angular variables 

+ -
describing the e e systea. In all subsequent discussion of acceptance 
it is aesuaed that the electron angular distribution is isotropic In the 
pair rest fraae. With this assumption, the acceptance a*y be evaluated 
at any r.oint in (x, p , H> space, and, as discussed in Section 2.2 below, 
such a procedure was followed during the analysis of the data. However, 
in order to demonstrate the general acceptance characteristics for 
electron pairs as a function of pair Baas, it is necessary to make use 
of a aodel for the (x, p_) dependence of the croait section• The geometri
cal acceptance shown by che dot-dashed curve in Fi; 5 was calculated 
under che assunpclon that at all cusses the x and p_ dependence la the 
some as that of the o° produced In ir~p Interactions at 16 GeV/e [16(a)]. 
The dashed curve In Fig. 5 shows the sane acceptance taking into account 
the efficiency for electron identification. 

The overall acceptance of the experiucnt involves, in addition, 
efficiencies of the chambers and of the pattern recognition programs. 
In order to include these effects a special Honte Carlo program was set 
up which tracked the individual charged particles through LASS and 
generated Individual hits according to the measured hardware efficiency 
and spatial resolution for each detector plana* These coordinates ware 
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then collected co fan aa input data buffer acceptable to tha production 
version of the data processing, progra*. Tha comparison of tlw output 
traa this process with th* original input provided a awaaava of tlw over
all software efficiency. As a teat of tha procedure, the data froa tha 
16 Gev/c X ~ P bubble chanber exparlaMnc (171 vara used far ceaaarlaan with 
a saaple of the total eras* section trlagar data froa this aaaarfanac. 
The coaparisoo pr«sent«d in Fig. « shove chat tha obove procedure vary 
well describes In absolute normalization the offldency of tha LASS 
apparatus and software systen &a A function of tha nonentita of tha 
produced particles. 

When the hardware and software efficiency la Incorporated Into the 
Monte Carlo calculation! the resulting naaa dependence of the overall 
acceptance is as shown by tha solid curve In Fig. 5> 

2.3 The Data 
The loose trigger described above yielded about 5.1 * 10 events 

a 
written to magnetic tape for an incident flux of -10 pions. In order 
to avoid unnecessarily large computing elft*» an off-line selection of 
events was performed. The eolection required that at least ana pair of 
signals froa the shower counters and individual CI cella utltfy a Cl-
snower counter correlation pettara developed for reconstructed track* 
with laboratory atteKOtttJi above 0.75 GeW/c. la addition, as • arintmal 
condition for the presence of an electron pair, a signal was reaairad in 
a second cell of tha CI Cerenkov counter. Thia pra*sal(ctlon reduced 
the data, saaple by about a factor of five, Tha reaainlag ~ W 0 k eveata 
were pToceeaed through tha pattern. recognition p r o g m requiring 
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reconstructlvn of a triggering electron track1 • uleh p 0.75 CeV/c and 
at least on* octn • electron cnndidiiti;; the second electron candidate could 
be Identified on the basis of CI alone, but not on the basis of a ahewas 
counter alone. Furthermore, it was required that the necond track corn 
on at least one CI cell which was not on the triggering electron track* 
The resulting "'112 k events ware dominated by photon conversions away 
from the primary vertex* Far a fraction of the data the electron pair «aa 
fitted to a t w particle vertex Independently of th» remaining tracks In 
the events, and the remaining tracks fitted with the beam track to f a n a 
prtaary vertex. Figure 7 is a scatter diagram of the distance between 
the prinary and electron pair vertices versus the mas* of the pair. 
Iiirect pair candidates comprise the narrow vertical band. The horizontal 
band correspond** to photon conversion. The fact that thla band extends 
to negative values of the distance together with a corresponding increase 
of effective mass indicates the problems of resolution for small opening 
angle (i.e., Low nass) electron pa':s. A mass cut at 2Q0 NeV effectively 
eliminates these probleas. The re dining pair candidates are highly 
correlated with the primary vertex; this clearly shows that any high mass 
signal cannot he construed to result from badly-measured Y-conversions. 

The mass cut at 200 MoV also eliminates contribution* from the tall 
of the v° Dalits decay distribution, since the pair n O M resolution near 
the » nass Is "12 M«V (of Fiji. 31. This soloctiun, cofiethuT with the 
requirement tl.at the electron pair Torn a good vertex with the beam track 

(*) A triggarlnji electron Is required to be identified in both CI 
and the shower counter wall. 
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yfolds 3 sample of 1811 events having at least one direct electron pair 

candidate containing a triggering track. I t should he emphasised that the 

entire selection process wan corrted out without regard to the net charge 

of the c-imlidarc electron pair, TUt* was deso sc that an uttttlasod e s t i 

mate oF biickĵ round contribution,** to the. f inal o c~ unmpte could bo 

obtained -

The iwjor source of hacttfti' ,WI\d Iftonft the TOn&Lhinr, Wienie, i s due to 

the C.'IKC- in whirl) two photonr> uonvurt into c c palm, typically with 

hishlv-aKynraocric energy partition, and one eluctron (if each pair Is not 

re ron strut Led. The process <>T vHminatlon smployuil In duflnlng this 

K.nmplu |uid in effect led to ,'in tncroflsod concent nitIon of cvante suffering 

from Vi.iriiu'.ir..- intfficiency problems. Therefore, a npocinl version oE the 

pnttcrn recognition program wns employed in reproCLBHiro those remaining 

events Ln which tr.ick definition criteria ware rolnxod. Such procedures 

could not )>c employed ln the production version of l\\v software sincn 

they sipnif Ic.incly Increased tlir prncostlLng tima per event, 

r\H IBIS events wore reprcuscHscil nnd then individually scanned by 

physicist*. The in i t ia l samples of LiUl evuntn contained an oxcasi of 

--100 apposite sign over s.infl stf>n pairs, Tito scanning procedure reiultod 

in a fiti.il d.itn s.nnple of 291 uvcntft in the phase space voluno defined by 

O.i! * M * 1,2 fftfV/c2 

O.JO £ X * © . « 

O.O < p T < 0.3 CeV/c [ 

http://fiti.il
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tnis final Maple aboim an excess of 10? opposite over t u t sign pairs, 

so Chit till* final fttage of event selection rami Cod in a dramatic reduc

tion In background wfcil* hiving no significant offset on the magnitude 

of the opposite sign signal. Of the remaining events* About 90Z coat-in 

on* md only out candidate pair; for the other am»t«», each pair was 

given weight equal to the tnverae of the total nunber of candidate pairs 

In the event. 

1. RaftulU 

3.1 Background 

In Flai> 8 *nd 9 are iliovn tho H, x end pf, spectra for the opposite 

and I I M sign electron pale eanplei defined at described In Section 2, 

Although the H and x distributions are rather elnllor in uliopo for both 
2 

charge combinations. It should bo noted Lhot the pi spectrn arc markedly 
2 different at lew p̂ ,. 

The anno sign electron p l r background consints of pairs of ilirue 
typest 

(1) pairs fomed by electrons originating from dlffu'renc eon-

versionsj 

(11) pairs containing an electron iram a y-c«w<trfitort and J »ls-

idontlfied tuidronj 

( i l l ) pair* contofflfag tvo nlaldent If led h-tdrsiis. 

Categories (1) and (11) contribute equal!? to tho soae and opposUe s ip . 

pair ample* alnc* tho probability of finding only on* elytron from a 

^-conversion 1« charge oyMMcrlc. 

This in not the COM of category ( i l l ) , however, and in fact, the 

16 (WV/c w~p bobble chamber data (171 shew that the inclusive cross 
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.iection for sane sign bedron pair* is only—MX of the opposite sign 
pair cross section. 

In this experiMent toe probability for a hadron to fix* a CI call 
is negligibly soall (or 0.7? s p s 5,0 Cev/c; hovsvcr, a hadton nay be 
nisidentlf led because on electron Which traversed the ease CI coll una 
not reconstructed by the track-finding progratt. An eetiswte of the 
consequent tiadron-bsdron contribution to the direct electron pair sasola 
vas obtained as follow. For each cell pf Cl tbe probability of observ
ing a signal uikh no corresponding track found ras neuttred using the 
total interaction trigger dotOi The obtained values cogother with the 
average Viadron raisidentitlcation probability of the shower eountors were 
incorporated as efficlencion into the Mento Cnrlo program. Using the 
muitiparticle distributions of the bubble chamber experlnent [17] to 
measure the djliadron background in tho direct stnplo, an estimated con
tribution at ((, * a) events woe obtained• 

The difference between the opposite and sane sign pair nsss spectra 
ol Fig. 8 is shown In Pig. 10, togethor with the estlsated dihsdren 
background. The direct e 0" pair lonple contains (107 * 17) events 
yielding a net observed « 0 pair oross soetion of <4S 4 7) nb< % ' 

11K> corresponding subtractnd x and p distributions ara shown In 
Fie- 11- The x distribution shows a drsaaclc Increase for x s 4,2" and 
and equally striking effect is observed in the p£ distribution fov 
pj < 0.1 (GeV/c 2), These features will bo discussed In erne dscsil is 
subsequent sections. 

(*) The Incident flux «f ~ I Q " « " B results In a sensitivity of 
2.4 events/nb. 
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+. — 3.Z Direct p and u Decay to e e 
2 In tho mass interval 0.72 - 0.80 GeV/c of Fig. 10 there are 

11.8 ±3.8 events with virtually no dihadron background. It is natural 

to associate this signal with the production of the a snd u resonances 

and their subsequent decay to e e _. 

In order to estimate the expected contribution from such a meclianism 

Monte Carlo calculations were performed using tho estimated p and u 

production cross sections in it~p interactions at 16 GeV/c (16], As 

indicated In Section 2.2, these calculations took into account Reomctri-

cal acceptance, software and electron identification efficiencies. 

Using decay branching ratios from the Particle Data Tables [IB] and the 

sensitivity of the experiment (2.A events/nb) the spectrum of Fig. 10 is 

expected to contain (7.S ± 0.6)p° events and (7.5 i. 2.0)u events, ignor

ing possible Interference effects. As indicated In Fig. 10, such a 

contribution la completely consistent with the observed e+e~ mass 

spectrum. 

The contribution from the p-ui region to the x and fZ. distributions 

is shown in Fig- 11. It is clear that the sharp increases in the low x 

•nd the low p^ regions are characteristics of the low nass e e~ continuum 

and differ markedly from the direct decay distributions of the n and a 

resonances. 

3.3 The Low Mass Continuum 

The low Bass continuum is defined by the mass selection 

0.2 < M(e4e") < 0.7 GeV/c2 . 

The net e e" sample corresponding to this interval consists of (92 ± 16) 
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events, and contains-^l o •* e e event in addition to the estimated 

(6 ± 4) events hadron-hsdron contamination. 

The remaining major contribution Cram knovn sources in the low 

mass region is due to Dalits decay of n nnd u nesons: 

+• -n -* c c y 

K~ ° 
u -* e e it 

A similar Monte Carlo technique to that described in Sections 2.2 

and 3.2 uas used to estimate the contributions Erora these processes. The 

n production was assumed to have the same x and p T dependence as u produc

tion [16b], and the parent meson was assumed to decay isoToplcally in 

its rest frame into an e e~ subsystem of mass M and the recoil particle; 
2 the subsystem M was then assumed to decay ns (I + cos 0) In its rest 

system. The functions deacrlbing th« distribution In M were taken from 

references [19] and [20] for n and u respectively, with corresponding 

branching ratios of 5.0 x 10" [18] and 8.0 * ID [20] for the Dalltz 

processes. 

The resulting n and u contributions to the lou mass contlnuun are 

estimated to be {15.3 i 5.3) and (10.3 i 1.6) e/ents respectively; the 

errors correspond to the uncertainties in the values of the inclusive 

n and CLI cross section at 16 GeV/c. It follows chat these- sources account 

for only ~30Z of the observed direct signal. 
2 The M, x and p distributions for the low nass continuum nr« shown 

In Fig. 12 together with the estimates of the corresponding n and u 

Dalitz decay contributions. It Is clear that tie dyn«Mlcnl character

istics of the excess events are quite different trow chose of the r\ and 
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u spectra. The mass distribution (Fig. 2(a)} Is varying more slowly, 
2 whereas che x and p dl.itributions are much ; t-*eper for x a 0.25 and 

2 2 

p" < 0.1 (GcV/c) respectively. 

The low mass continuum contains (66 ± 1".) events in excess of the 

estimated n and ID contribution, and (59 ± 17) events when all known 
sources of background are removed. 

3.4 Acceptance-Corrected Continuum Distributions 

In order tD obtain corrected cross sections and distributions far the 

low mass continuum 1c Is necessary to have a representation of the over-

all acceptance at each point of the (x, p , >:) phase space volufte access

ible to the experiment. Using the Monte Carlo program, the overall 

acceptance of the experiment has been estimated on a grid spanning this 

phase space under the assumption that the e « pair internal angular 

distribution is isotropic. A linear interpolation procedure was then 

used to evaluate the acceptance for each event of the data aaaple. Each 

pair was weighted by the inverse of its acceptance value, sans sign 

pairs being given negative weight. The corrected cross section for the 

low mass continuum is found in this way to be (955 ± 170) nb. The 

estimated (n, m) contribution Is (255 + 60) nb, so that the excess 

corresponds to a cross section of (700 ± ISO) nb in the acceptance 

region of the experiment. 

(*) Acceptance values nre almost entirely in the range 5 - J.7Z uith 
a call extending to —1?.. 
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2 1B Tigs. 13{a>-(c> axe shown the acceptance corrected M, x and ? 
/ * • ) 

distributions of the continuum/ and In Figs. 13(d)-(f) these distribu
tions axe reproduced after subtraction of the estimated i> and <j contribu
tions. 

Describing the mass spectra by the parametrization: 

3 H " C I M 

a is found to be a - 1.77 ± 0,64 for Fig. 13(a) and a = 0.94 1 0.89 for 

Fig. 13(d). The removal of the estimated (n, a) contribution results In 

a seaidual wass spectrin which is consistent vith an M~ dependence. 

Fits to the x distributions (Figs. 13(b), (e)) of the expression 

dx C 2 U x ) 

yield B • 7.46 ± 1.72 and B * 9.78 ± 2.64 for the unsubtractcd nnd sub

tracted distributions, respectively. In this case, removal of the r, and 

u contributions yields a somewhat steeper x dependence for the continuum 

excess. 
2 

The p T distributions Of Figs. l i ( c ) and (E) are not well described 

by a single exponential function. Furthermore, for tne unsubtracted 

data: 

2 " 
<PT> - 0.137 ± 0.034 (GeV/c)" for 0.10 < K _: 0.20 

<p£) - 0.206 ± 0.068 (GeV/c)2 for 0.20 < x < 0.45 

2 
(*) The effect of using a (1 + cos 6) distribution rather than an 

isotropic distribution would be to slightly steepen the x and p£ 
distributions while Increasing the acceptance-corrected cross 
section by "72. 
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Indicating that the p distribution nay exhibit some 2 dependence. Indeed, 
the p£ distributions For x s 0.20 and x 2 D..20 (not shown) exhibit a 
algal f leant grouth of the low p* spike with decreasing x. This indicate* 
that the affect is not associated with n a"* M contributions (cf. 
Fig. 12(c». 

For these reasons, no attempt has been made to parametrize the 
distributions of Pies. 12(c) end (f>. 

3.3 T h e - C a V / s V ) Ratio 
Zha acceptance corrected « a croii ••ctions obtained as described 

la the previous section nay now ba coanared to the corresponding IT « 
pair data. Again the r~p bubb?" chamber data 1171 have been used for 
this study; it n~ pairs have been selected which satisfy 

0.10 & x i 0.45 

IlCsV) £ 0,7 CeV/e 2 , 

and the • s"/n n" cross section ratio was calculated as a function of M, 
2 + -

x and p±. for this purpose the q and u contributions to the e e cross 
section have not been subtracted since the corresponding subtraction 
cannot be performed for n 7" pairs. The overall (c+o"/5r\~) ratio for 
the acceptance region defined above is (6.4 i 1.2) x 10~ S; the effect of 
subtracting the <n» u) contribution to the numerator Is to reduce the 
ratio Co {4.7 * 1.2) x 10" 5. 

The results scaled by the factor 10* are shown In Fig. 14. In 
Fig. I4<a) the bin 0,2 < K < 0.3 GaV/c2 has been excluded H-.-imix of the 
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too pirn aass tlirashoM. However^ Che craats from this bin are included 
In Figs. 14(b) and (c). 

Meat* 14 indicate* that tb» (• •"/* O ratio exhibits strong x 
and p* dspendanea, which is not significantly changed when the events In 

2 thai Tang* 0.2 £ K S 0.3 CaVfc ar* sensvad; however, Its dependence en 
V M S appurs rather weak. 

Subtraction of th* n and « contributions to the « c~ cross sect ton 
produces no qualitative change In Pigs. 14{b) and <c). However, 
Pig. 14(a) exhibits even ltis esse dependence, and the data In the range 
0.3 £ M & 0.7 GsV/c2 ylold an average value for the (e%"h\"') ratio of 
(2.7 ± 0.9) K 10" 5. 

3.6 Dlraet FhoLon Production 
Ths production of direct e o pairs via the emission of a virtual 

photon as illustrated in Fig. 15(a) lnplies [21] the emission of direct 
photons by the sue reaction mtehaniflta, Thess pToessses nay be rc'luttd 
by (22J 

LdMdxdpjJ M « V \ f 7 » B* f(0.«tF}) Li-pjJ ' 
H»r« v is the olsctrott mass, p and E era the cat. momentum and energy 
of tha pair, and f (M, x, » p is the structure function for production 
of a virtual photon of aass M sunned over photon polarization states. 

Ths asss distribution of tha direct pair events weighted by the 
tactor 

-1 / ,v-0.5 
(l) *£K) ("#)" 
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15- (a) A schematic representation of the Inclusive production 
of direct e+e" pairs via the tmisaioa r f i virtual photon; . 
0 0 the nass dependence of the extrapclatlon function. o ( t ) . 
for direct photon production w described la the text, the 
direct e+e" events have bean weighted according to tl> and the 
corresponding weighted contributions fioa n and « Dalits daaava 
subtracted. The dashed U n a corresponds to an M-lndapandeat 
exu. wletloa reaction, the solid Una remits ftfoa the 
assuaptioa of a linear M-dependence. 
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constitutes a measure of 

2~ | 2 
f(0.st,P T) [.dxdpT 

integrated over the region of acceptance, i.e.. In this experiment 

0.10 < x < 0.45 and 0 < p T < 0.8 (GeV/c) . 

This cross section, denoted by a{y ), is plotted In Fig. 15(b) as a function 

of M. In obtaining the data points of Fig. 15(b) the r\ and *i contribu

tions weighted according to (1) have been subtracted since they would 

yield contributions corresponding to n •+ 2y and u * YTT at the photon 

pole. 

The error bars in Fig. 15(b) clearly preclude any significant 

conclusion as to the mass dependence of (2). However the extrapolation 

to the pole has been performed under two particular assumptions: 

(I) expression (2) Is independent of M; this yields n cross 

section estimate of (386 i 95) ub for direct photon produc

tion; 

(ii) expression (2) depends lin.»arlyv ' on Hj this yields a direct 

photon production cross section eatirrjite of (240 J 350) ut>. 

In order to estimate the direct y to it0 production ratio, the above 

direct T cross section values were compared to those for Inclusive TT 
— 2 

production in n p Interactions 1171 in the same range of x and p . 

(*) Any longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon yields a con
tribution to aiy ) which vanishes at the photon pole. This would 
imply a possible mass-dependence of the structure function. 

(2) 
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The values obtained for (y/n) ore (5.1 ±1 3)2 and (3.2 * 4.7)* 

for estimates (1) and (ii) of the direct photon cross section. 

4. Comparison with Other Experiments 

4.1 Electron Pair Production 

Almost all previous experiments measuring he e e mans spectrum 
2 in the region below 0.7 GeV/c sufEer greatly fvom lack of statistics. 

This results In some conluslon as to the existence or non-existence of 
H — a direct e e continuum signal in excesn of knoim resonance contributions. 

In n p Interactions at 4 GeV/c [101 and 18 GeV/c [9], and in »~p 

interactions at 70 CeV/c [11] It Is claimed tha- the observed contlnuusi, 

which typically contains £.12 events. Is accounted for by n and u Dalits 

decays. Furthermore, in a low energy pp annihilation experiment [12J, 

the continuum contains 11 events while the estinated (n, u) contribution 

is 6 ± 4 events. 

In contrast, the n p data of reference 9 exhibit a continuum con

taining 16 i 5 events in excess of the estimated (n, u) Dalitz decay 

spectrum. This signal is strongly localized to low p_ and low x, in 

agreement with the results of the present experiment. 

In addition to these bubble chnraber experiments, there exist data 

for x — 0 and high p_ from two experiments at tie ISR. The first [8] 

shows—18 pairs with an estimcted ~9 <n, u) Dalitz decays for 

0.2 < H(e e ) c 0.5 GeV/c" nnd 2 t p < 3 CeV/c. The second experi

ment [7] exhibits a clear e e continuum contaliing —150 events in the 
+ - 2 

range 0.16 < M(e e ) < D.60 GeV/c for p > 1.8 GeV/c; (n, u) Dalitz 
2 decays can account for the observed spectrum below —0.25 GeV/c » but 

2 cannot account for the events In the range 0.4 - 0.6 GeV/c . These 
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tveate are described in terns of production and seai-leptonic decay of 
SO pairs, and this interpretation would again imply that the low mass 
coOtiauu* results fro* kncwi sources. 

In contrast to these experiaents, the present experiment yields 
relatively good statistics in a regise where charmed particle production 
If negligible; the results presented In adapter 3 clearly demonstrate 
the existence of a low mass continuus which cannot be attributed to 
known sources. 

There la another low energy spectrooeter experiment to study c e~ 
pair production in ir~p interactions at 17 GeV/t for which analysis is 
still in progress. Preliminary results [23] with comparable statistics 
are quite consistent with those of the present experiment. The existence 
of a low mass eontlnuun excess is again clearly established; however, 
detailed comparison with the present experiment oust await final results 
fro» this MPS esperiaent. 

k.Z Wuon Pair Production at 16 GeV/c 
la coppering dlelectron and diauon data, the assumption is made 

that the production sechanisn in each case is as Illustrated in Fig. 15(a) 
and that only effects associated with the leptoa mass value need he 
taltts Into account. The lepton aass, u, occurs explicitly only in the 
factor 

F(M) - (l + ̂ WJ 1 ~ \ tt> 

describing the coupling of a virtual photon to a dilepton system o£ 
Bee* X. It follows that the comparison stay then be effected by eliminat
ing froe the electron pair aaaple those pairs of taa&s telov disuon 
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thrcsltold, zaid ssslgnlng to each remaining pair weight F(o )/F(m ) , 
n e 

with F given by ( 3 ) . W 

* The experiment measuring dimuon production In • p Interactions at 

15.5 GeV/c [6] has good acceptance down to dinuon threshold in the region 

x > 0.3 and p < 1.2 GeV/c, and is thus complementary In x to Che present 

experiment. The composite x distribution far x>0.1 and H 5 0.6 CeV/c 

is shot/n in Fig. 16(a). The weighted electron data (24) natch quite smoothly 

to the muon data, and che rehiring total cross section for x > Oil la 

864 i 124 nb. 

The shaded band of Fig. 16(a) represents the estimated contributions 

froo direct n-decay and Cn, u) Dalitz decay; Its vid:h reflects the 

uncertainty In che values of the relevent inclusive :ross sections. It 

is apparent that the fraction of the low mans cantlnjun which is not 

attributable to known sources increases rapidly with decreasing x. The 

subtracted spectrum of Fig. 16(b) is well described jy a single exponential 

function of the form 

£ - Ae~b* dx 

with elope b = 6.3 * 0.1; a function of the form 

with fl -"4.2 describes the region x < 0.8 reasonably well, but fa l l s off 

too vapidly et Larger x. For the e e dac« aloae ft • 9.8 t 2.6 was 

+ - 2 
(*) This procedure reduces the e e~ cross section f>r 0.2 < H < D.7 GeV/c 

by about one third. 
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retultfl txm the calculation described in the text. 
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obtained (section 3.4); the change results froai ft* good precision of the 
M u n data together with che extended x range of tie fit. 

The residual cross section ceeraaptwdlug to I if. 14(b) la 
608 » 135 nb (25), so that only-MS! of the conttcmei e m u section for 
H < 0.6 CeVfc end * * o.l can toe attributed co sxovii sources. 

The composite p* distribution and the estimated contribution from 
knaun resonances are shown in Fig. 17<«) for M i C.6 GeV/e . Their 
difference is shown in Fig. 17(b) t also shorn are the (Uatrlbutions 
corresponding to the continuun excess for x > 0.3 (Fig. 17(b)) and 
o.l < x < 0.3 (Fig. 17(c)). The curves result froi tha calculation to 
be discussed in section 5.3 belotti 

The distributions shown la Fig, 17 exhibit en x dependence which is 
very similar to that resulting fron n and u Dalits decay except at lew 
x and p* < 0,04 (Ge\r/c)2 (cf. Fig. 17(c)). This ii ihovn explicitly 

n 

in Fig. 19, where the variation of <P T> with x is nlottedt the data 
paints correspond to the unaubtraeted low mass eon :inuum, wheraaa the 
dashed curve corresponds to the estlaoMd n and u Dalits dacay contri
butions. The curve describes the data quit* well ileepita the decrease 
of the Dalitz contribution Eron "50S for at £ 0,8 ttt "'IM! for X •* 0.1. 

The mass distributions corresponding to the ctmtlnuun excess for 
the weighted e*e~ data and the u M" date will be discussed in Section 4,3,. 

Since the weighted electron data: match wall tc the dtouon data, the 
combined data sample will be considered equivalent to that for • dlvucD 
experiment *f extended acceptance. In subsequent ciocnsslon, references 
to this coablned sample will be denoted by the use of an italicised 
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Mj, 17. {») TIK c e m s l t e ttUpSM p | Jistrlfaatiefi at 16 QaV/e ftor 
H < 0.6 C«V/c*j the shaded hand reprastnt* the contribution 
fron known resonances; (fr) the subtracted spectra corraapond-
lag to Fig, 17(a) lor x » M> and x t 0.3* (c> th* subtracted 
agnccrwt for 0.1 £ x £ 0„3j the cntva* displayed in (b) and 
(c) teaalt tarn the calculations defiavitod & t&a text. 
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4.3 Muon Pair Production at 225 GeV/c 

In order to investigate the energy dependence of the anomalous low 

aass signal, relevant data on dimuon productiuu in n C interactions at 

225 GeV/c [26-30] are now compared in some detail with the 16 GeV/c 

results. In this context. It is assumed that the x dependence of p, u 

and ii production Is given by the ditnuon data In the range 

0.65 <n <0.93 GeV/c [26J. Similarly, It Is assumed that the p.j, 

distribution for u production may be obtained from this Interval. An 
2 — 2 

exponential p dependence with slope value of ~2.5 (GeV/c) is 

Indicated, and it is further assumed that this behaviour also describes 

n production (cf., 16 GeV/c). Lastly, the relative production rates 

for P. u and n are taken to be the name as at 16 GeV/c. 
2 The JC and p_ distributions for the 225 GcV/c n C data in the region 

JC > 0.07 and M < 0.65 GeV/c~ are shown in Figs. 19(a) and (c) reKpec-
(*) tively; the data of reference 26 have b Cell converted to cross section/ 

nucleon by means of the factor A - a with n « 0.65 i 0.05 127]. 

The estimated contributions from known sources are shown as shaded 

bands in Pigs. 19(a) and (c), and the corresponding subtracted diutrlbu-

tions arc presented in Figs, 19(b) and (d) respectively; the distribution 

of Tig. 19(d) has been normalized (scale factor 0.66) to the 16 GeV/c 

dinman dat.i in the region x > 0.1, M < 0,6 CeV/c" In order io make a 

direct shape comparlsori. 

{*) Although dlncusslon is confined to the r~C data of reference 26, 
it should be noted that the low mass distributions in x, p^ and H 
far n+C and it~C are virtually identical. 
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Frcel Pigs. 19(»J and {b>. It appears that essentially all of the low 

sees contlnuua for x >0.S results from known sources, and that the s 

distribution for the anomalous signal is much steeper at 225 GeV/c than 

at 16 CeV/c. The solid line of Fig. 19(b) is an exponential of slope 

15.9, and describes the 225 GeV/c data quite well; the dashed Urn;, of 

flop* 6.3, la the result of the previously-described fit to the 16 CeV/c 

data. The fact that these lines exhibit a pronounced cross-over 

Indicates that Che structure function describing the anomalous continuum 

do«B not scale between 16 and 215 CeVVc. 

Tha continuum cross section at 225 CcV/c for x > 0.07 and 
2 

K £ 0.65 CeV/c is 1279 ± 173 nb; after subtracting the estimated con
tributions from known sources the residual cross section corresponding 
to the anomalous continuum in this region is 916 i 190 nb. 

2 The P T distribution for the continuum excess [Fig. 19(d)] has 

•••ontially the same shape as that obtained for knov ;i ..-cos [Fig- 19(c)) 
2 2 2 

tor p,_ > 0.2 (CeV/c) ; at lower p_ values, however the ,n;omalous distri

bution 1« steeper. The overall shape agrees quite well with that 
7 obtained at 1ft GeV/c IFig- 19(d)!, however, the x - p' correlation is 

•oaewhat different [28l.(*> 
In Tig. 20(a), the dimuon mass distribution at 225 GeV/c for 

X £ 0.07 is shown in conjunction with the estimated contribution from 

blown sources. The subtracted distribution, normalized ca the 16 GcV/c 

dimon data for x. > 0.1, is compared tn Fig. 20(b) uith the lft CeV/c 

data. There 1B reasonable shape agreement within the rattier large 

t"> <p|>increase* Irw-0.2 (CeV/c)2 at x = 0.1 to-0.35 (CeV/e)* at 
x » 0.4. 
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Fig . 20 . (a) The dtrauon aass d i s t r i b u t i o n for nM *• p p~X for x i 0.07 
re su l t ing from n~C i n t e r a c t i o n s at 225 3eV/cj the lhadfld 
band represents the estimated contr ibut ions £r«a fl and u 
Dal l t z decay as we l l 3B d i r e c t o and u> iecayt £b> tha sub
tracted distribution resulting front (a) normalised Cackle 
Factor - 0.6B4) to the 16 CeV/c data for x & 0>1; cite earr«p«Wl-
ing 16 GeV/c distribution and that for linuiorts a t 16 GaV/e 
are also shown; the curves result £ron the calculation de
scribed In the text. 
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uncertainties of the low energy data. In contrast ehu 16 CeV/c diswon 
distribution (x £ 0.3) is auch broader than th.it at 223 GeV/c (x > 0.07), 
sufgeatlag the existence of a significant (K, x> correlation. Indeed 
fits to tarn x dlstribatiaa f or » £ 0.4S GeV/c Z and 0*45 S M S 0.65 GeV/c 2 

I D sC lnt«cactlonii at 225 GeV/e 126] and p Be interactions at 
150 <SeV/c [29] indicate that the x distribution of the 1CM ansa continuum 
ifi decieaslag la steepness vith increasing mass. 

The latga uncertainties associated with the weighted * « data at 
Ifi QeV/c allow no cone Ins Ion to be dram concerning eta existence of sucb 
an 0* x) correlation. 

5. Possible Sources of the Anonal ous Dilopton Continuum 
5.1 Heaela 

At discussed in Section 4,1, the authors of reference 7 attribute 
a «lzeabl* fraction of the low nass eontimm to the product*on and setrf-
leptoole decay of charmed particle pairs. A similar Interpretation of 
tbe Id CeV/c data would result in charmed particle cross section values 
In the range 0 . 1 - 1 mb. Actual values are estimated to be <10 ub and 
ao charmed particle production must be ruled out as a significant source 
of the anomalous canUauum. 

the Srell-Yan mechanism [2] describes dllepton productloa in terms 
of tbe enaihliation of valem.)* quarks in the initial state nor tides in 
an Impulse approximation approach. As such u is expected GO be valid 
at high dllapton mass, but not In the region of Lhu low mass continuum. 
This appears to be the caeet for example, in referone* 30 it ia shown 
that the high mass (>4 GeV/e ) description when extrapolated to law mass 
falls below the observed dlauon spectrin at H - 0.6 C*V/«Z by a factor 
of M S . 

http://th.it
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B.lorkun nnd weisbern, [31] suggested that the lai' nass continuum 
might result primarily from tha annihilation of cane I ally-produced <J-q 
pales. This Idea wis made auantitfttive hy Cerny at *!• [321, who In 
addition Incorporated ttw concept of space-time evolction of the collision 
in order CO localise the offset to Ion mass. The resulting M M distri
bution agreed fairly veil vith the data, but the corresponding x and p* 
spectra war* not very wall reproduced. A subsequent: modification to 
thin modal (33] will be discussed in the next section. 

A second class of Models is based on the idea of Internal conversion 
of virtual photons generated by the bressserahlung of virtual charged 
parciclos produced in the interaction [34 J. This aeeisniem will also be 
cDnnidurod in mora detail in tha next section. 

Othor models, such as those based an thermodynem.cal conceotn [li\ 

and fcliose formulated in terms of pion-plon and quaxtc-|>ion interac
tions 1361 will not be considered bete. 

5.2 An Empirical Approach 
As discussed previously, the principal Features tt the anomalous 

continuum are the steepness of the X distribution and the development 
of a sharp, low p* peak aa x decreases from -0.25 toward tsero. 

Those characteristics essentially preclude the possibility that 
the dilepton continuusi results predominantly from a hijh mass source. 

2 
Resonances above the o are known to have much flatter < and p - distribu
tions Chan those observed for the low mass continuum. Furthermore, if 
the dilepton system results from the decay of such a hipb mass object, 
the sharpening of the p. distribution due to parent-da»tgRter kinematics 
does not yield a very steep low p_ peak. 
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In Fig. 21 it is shown that the tnmpDslte x distr4Nation for the 

anomalous continuum at 16 GeV/c is very similar in shape to that for 

dielectron* fro* the Dalitz decay of IT 's produced In irp interactions 

at 18 GeV/c T371. The p distribution for such dielectrons develops 
2 a very steep low p_ peak for x £ 0,3, as illustrated by the dotted curve 

of Fig. 18- This behaviour is qualitatively similar to that observed for 

the dilepton continuum at law x although, as discussed previously, the 

behaviour for x 1 0.3 more closely resembles that for n and J> Dalitr 

decay. 

On the basis of these observations, the conjecture is made 

that thB anomalous dilepton continuum results from a broad parent 

continuum distribution reaching a maximum in the vicinity of the n and 

u, but extending in significant strength to low mass and also, presumably, 

exhibiting a high mass tail. The parent x distribution should resemble 

that for the plon (although there may be significant mass-x correlations), 

and the decay mechanism resulting in the dilepton continuum should be 

essentially Dalitz-llke. In order to relate such a conjecture to the 

nodels discussed in the previous section, these ideas are now re-expressed 

ITV terns of quarks. 

The Drell-Van mechanism, illustrated by Pig. 22(a), involves an 

Initial q-q systcn in a state uith quantum numbers J = 1 , with 

spin S » 1 and orbital > igular momentum predominantly L = 0. As discussed 

(*) It Should be noted that the dashed curve of Fig, 18 is obtained from 
parent n and u distributions for which (pj£> = 0,345 (GeV/c)2 at 
all x. T 
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+ e + e" l6CeV/c 
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x TT° Dalitz l8GeV/c 
(normalized) 
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21. The composite x distribution for the anonalous continuum at 
16 GeV/c In conparison with that for dlelectrons resulting 
from the Dalitz decay of 7i°'s produced in up Interactions ac 
18 GeV/c; the n° data have been normalised to the 16 GeV/c 
data for 0.10 i x s 0.25. 
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q P 
L = O , s=o, j P C = c r + 

(b) (c) 

JP"-0" 
<d) 

Pig. 22. Diagraaa illustrating the dilepton production mechanisms 
discussed in the text: a) Drell-Yan, b) generalized Dalitz 
decay, c) qq annihilation to a virtual photon and a dip ion 
system with the p° quantum numbers, d) inner bremsstrahlung. 
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in Section 5.1, this mechanism seems to he of little relevance to a 

description of low mass dilcpton production. 

If in the lowest orbital angular momentum state the quark spins 
PC —H-

couple to S =• 0, the resulting quantum numbers are J •= D , and the 

lowest mass hadronlc system tD which such a qq system can CDuple (other 

than the plon itself) contalnH three pions. It follows that such a 

system will decay electromagnetically for masses <4.0 GeV/c and would 

presumably continue to have significant electromagnetic coupling at 

higher mass. Figure 22(b) Illustrates the corresponding Dalitz decay 

mechanism, and in Fig. 22<c) the on-shell photon has been replaced by 

the lowest mass allowed tmdronic system viz. n IT with the quantum 

numbers of the p. Since the TT TI P-wave interaction at low mass is 

dominated by p it might be expected that the mechanism of Fig. 22(c) 
_ 2 

would be associated with qq systems of mass >1 GeV/c , taking into 
account the dilepton threshold. As will be shown below, such a high 

_ 2 

maas parent qq system does not yield a sufficiently steep p distribution 

for the daughter dilepton system; for this reason it is conjectured that 

the Dalitz mechanism of Fig. 22(b) Is the dominant qq annihilation source 

of low mass dilepton pairs. 

The empirical approach outlined above thus leads to a conjecture 

vhicli is very similar to the model proposed Independently in references 

31 and 32. The authors of reference 32 were led to propose a modifica

tion to their calculations in 0 ier to better describe the p_ dependence 

of the data. This modification [33] involves a Dalicz-like mechanism as 

(*) Final states of the type y + n(n ) with n *1 are forbidden by C 
Invarlance-
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in Tig. 22(b), but vlth the on-shell photon replaced by a gluon so 
that it is aore akin to che process of Fig. 22(c)* 

II qq pair* having the quantum nunbers of thu pien are indeed the 
source of toe law ansa continuum, then in addition to the annihilation 
•echttttloB of Fig. 22(b) there nay also be a contribution when che quarks 
have different flavor. K staple •ecbanlsm by which this night aatttt is 
illustrated In Fig. 22(d), and nay be considered to be an inner 'ureas-
strablung process of the type proposed in reference 34. 

Iter parent aasses above 0.2 GeV/c2, cbe processes of Fig. 22(b) 
and (d> result In virtually indistinguishable x, p* and M distributions 
of the dilepton system. 

However• the internal angular distribution of tlw 1upton pair 
should be qui to different In the two cases, slnci rha annlliilstion 
procsis yislda transversely polarized virtual photons (n • :l) vheroas 
the inner breaMtrahlung process results in longitudinal polarization 
(a • 0). In this regard, the general form of tho angular distribution 
Integrated over azimuth in [39] 

* * » 
where v is the lepton m a s and 8 che helicity angle with respeet Co the 
dilepton U n e of flight; e 0 0 and p 1 1 are density nstrtx el cactus for the 
virtual photon, the angular distribution for n - si corresponds to 

(*) The Dalits decay conjecture resulting from the empirical approach to 
the data was Bade prior to any knowledge of reference 33. 
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o = 0.5, p • 0 and at high mass this yields a (1 + cos 8) d- pendenca; 
m j 0 corresponds to p • 0, p " 1 with high mass angular distribution 
~sln 9. ' 

•Jisfortunataly, the dlelectron data of the present experiment are 
not sufficiently precise to yield useful information en the angular die-
cribwciea. The dinum distribution at 16 GeV/e for H < 0.6 Getyc [6] 
does tend to Increase toward* coeo • il, but again the uncertainties wee 
large.l ' There are no ether data providing lnfomatlom on this enes-
clon, and so It renafns an important open issue which future experiments 
should address. 

As mentioned previously the Drell-Ton mechanism appears co be the 
dominant source of high mail dileptana. The dlagraaa of Figs. 22(c) and 
(d) are of the sane order in a (the cm. coupling constant) ea the 
Drdl-Yan diagram ao that aeao additional mechanism, such aa the iapoei-
tion of short-range order [31,33], IF required to restrict their contribu
tion to the low mean region. In contrast the Dalles mechanism of 
Fig. 22(b) involves one additional povcr of a; consequently, at high aass 

P - - -uliere there is essentially a continuum of J - 0 and 1 qq atatea, the 
DreU-Tan process should automatically dominate; at lew mass, however, 
where the level structure is discrete and the 0~ states are lower-lying 

(*) At threshold the angular distribution is isotropic In both cease; 
however, at M • eu the angular distributions are already 
—1 + 0.8 eos^O sad •vsln^o + 0.125 For • • ±1 and n • 0 reapee-
tlvely. 

(**) T1U.8 distribution also contains contributions from n and u Halite 
decay for which a • ±1, thereby increasing the uncertainty aa to 
the continuum annular distribution. 
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than the corresponding 1 states, it is not unreasonable that the Dalitz 

nerfuuiism should be predominant. 

5.3 Calculations for Dilepton Production at lb GeV/c 

In order to learn something of the general characteristics which 

should be required Of parent qq systems of the type discussed in 

Section 5.2, the following Initial procedure was followed at 16 GeV/c: 

the (x, p T) distribution for the parent qq system of Fig. 22(b) was 

assumed to be that for inclusive TI 's from n p interactions ac 

16 GeV/c [17]i every n on th^ bubble chamber data t3pe was assigned the 

same parent mass value, and the Dalits decay of this parent object 

generated 119]; distributions of interest for the secondary dimuon 

pairs were then accmailated. 
2 The resulting distributions in x (p < 1.2 GeV/c) and p' (0.1 < x. < 0.3) 

2 for dinuon pairs of Bass less than 0.6 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 23 as a 
2 function of parent moss in the range 0.4 - 1.5 GeV/c . It is clear that 

in order to obtain dinuon distributions exhibiting sce*p behaviour at 
2 

low values of x and p_, the parent mass spectrum should bu iSLrongly 
i localized at masses <0.9 GeV/c". In addition, the dimunn mass spectrum 

resulting from the Dalitz decay matrix element [ly] is essentially zero 

for masses >9DX of the parent mass. Since the continuum DWBK spectrum 

of Fig. 20(b) appears to differ significantly from zero at 0.6 GeV/c" 

the Implication is that there must be substantial contributions from 
2 parent mass values above 0.6 CeV/c . 

The distributions of Ylg. 23(a) show no broadening of the dirauon 

x distribution with increasing parent mass. It foXLows that in order 

to generate such a correlation for the dimuon pairc, the parent x 
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^P — fi / i " X 16 GeV/c M < 0.6 tGeV/c 2) 
1 " . T - " 3 

M 

0.4 0.8 
p* (GeV/e)? 

Fig. 23. The dependence of dilution x and p£ distributions on parent mass 
resulting from Dalits decay of parent systems having the 
(x, p T) distribution of inclusive n+'e from irp interactions i* 
16 CeV/c. 
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distributlon saist bu noss-dependent. A sues dependence is obtained 
liming like charge plea pairs from tha 16 CaV/e bubble cheater data 
tape (17]; the pions are assigned aero sana,* ^ and Che x distribution 
obtained foe different intervals of m affective mass. For effective 
M U values in the vicinity of the plan B B » , the x distribution is 
very similar to that obsere^ for the pioo. At higher naesee, houeiMr. 
the dlstributioo Is observed to broaden, and the resulting ansa-* correla
tion in represented to good avpcoxJbaatlen by 

with b - 7.25 - 3.5 Mp whore Kp is the effective itess. The factor In 
parentheses yields tha observed flattening of the nn distributions for 
x — 0 but has little effect for x a 0.2. 

The distribution of parent mass, M_, obtained from the sane sign 
2 pion pairs peaks at M_ - < M GeV/c and is skaved toward high mass. A 

similar aass distribution nay be obtained by generating events according 
to 

and then weighting events having H, s 0.4 GeV/c by (Hg/0.4) in order 
to force the sews spectres to zero at threshold. It Is found empirically 
Chat the value u - 0.35 CeV/e yields a anas spectra* which is adequate 
fas? the present studies. 

(*) The Dalltx Matrix eleaent yields cne ratio of the Dalits decay rate 
to the two-photon rate; it follows that the parent aaae spectre* is 
a two-photon spectra* and it to for this reason that the pion is 
given the photon sacs. 
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As discussed previously In the cats of (n, u) Dalits decoy, a parent 
P T distribution of constant slops yields a dlmuon (x, (p*» correlation 
which is very stellar to chat observed at 16 GeV/c [cf. Fig. 18]. How
ever, it is found that such a narametrlzatlon results in an average 
P T fox the diauon system which decreases slightly with increasing mass. 

At 225 GeV/c [27] , <P r) baa been observed to increase linearly with N. 
This indicates that it la necessary to Introduce a parent p* distribu
tion which depends on M_< Using sane elan, nion pairs as before, the 
dependence of parent (»_) on x was studied as a function of parent a n a . 
it uas found that at low m a m there exists a strong [x, (p*» correlation 
sinilar to that of Fig. 18, but that this correlation decreases markedly 
utch increasing parent mass. Such behaviour can be obtained by generating 

2 
a parent p„ distribution according to 

^ - « p < - E / « 0 ) (I) 

2 2 * 2 2 * 
where E = MT + (xpj) + V^i * l» the parent x value and p t is the 
incident nonentua in the e.n. system, in the calculations an m value 
of 0.060 CeV/e is uaed; the resulting description of the dimuon data 
for p T * 0.8 - 0.9 GeV/c is found adequate, and <p T> is found to Increase 
approximately linearly with K. However ot higher P T values, (7) decreases 
too rapidly with increasing p_, and any serious attempt at a description 
of dllepton data In this region requires a more elaborate representation 
than that embodied In (7). 

The final procedure followed In attempting to describe the <2£muon 
distributions at 16 GeV/c in terms of the Dalits mechanism of Fig. 22(b) 
may then be summarized as follows; 
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(1) 8 2y parent n o distribution Is generated according to (6) 
for IL J 0, and S weight (K./0.4) assigned each event having 
Hp S 0.4 G«V/c2} 

(11) for each event an x value is generated according to <5) with 
x replaced by \x\ so that a synoetrlc x distribution will 

tin 2 
result^ ' subsequently a p_ value is generated according to 
(7) using the relevant values of Hp and x; 

(ill) tha kinematic boundary is taken into account by discarding 
events for Which the missing mass recoiling against the paretic 
object is less than the neutron mass; 

(iv) the Dslltz to two-photon branching redo far an object of 
BBBS Hp Is calculated as in reference 19 and used as a weight 
factor for the current event; 

(v) a dlnuon mass value is generated according to cho correspond
ing Stilts dBcay mass spectrum, and dlauon x and p„ values In 
ths overall cm. system ore obtained usHuminj; isotropic decay 
of ths parent objuet In its rest frame; 

(vl) the sum of weights for events satisfying M < 0.6 GeV/c2, 

x > 0,1 and p T < 1„2 CeV/c ia normalized to the 608 nb dimien 

cross section observed at 16 GeV/c and in this way the cross 
section for the entire Monte Carlo generated sample is defined. 

The resulting x and p J behaviour is illustrated by the solid curves in 
Figs. 16-18. The x distribution and the corresponding <p*> correlation 

{*) Expression <5) has continuous first and aecond order derivatives 
w.r.t. x at x • 0. 
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are qiuiee well reproduced; however, as discussed above, the calculated 
2 p„ distributions tend to fall below the data for p_ i 0.9 CeV/Ct 

The calculated dimwn mass spectra corresponding CO x > 0.1 and 
x > 0.3 are represented by the corves of Fig,. 2QCb)> Although the mass 
spectrum does broaden somewhat with increaiiing x» the representation at 

the two data samples is only fair. However several points pertaining to 
both the data and the calculation need to be considered: 

a) in the calculation form factors have been Ignored and a simple 
2fc (p) matrix element dependence has been used with 2 * 1 

corresponding to P-wave decay; 
b) the line shapes resulting from n and w Dalltz decoy ere not well 

known and, for example, the inclusion of vector dominance 
effects in the case of u decay could result in significant 
broadening of the u Dalitz mass spectrum to be subtracted, 
thereby slightly steepening the residual distribution; 

c) the fact that the 225 (leV/c mass spectrin readies a maxio.ua at 
a higher mass than docs the calculated curve may result from a 
combination of resolution and acceptance affects In the data; 
resolution has not been folded into the calculation because the 
relevant experimental details are not available, but It should 
certainly result in broadening of the mass distribution; 
systematic shifts to higher mass can result from coordinate 
sharing and mixing which tends to occur In track-finding for 
small opening angle configurations; finally, the trigger used 
in che 225 CeV/c experiment required bits In two non-adjacent 
hodoscopc elements; this in effect imposes a minimum sees 

http://maxio.ua
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cut-off whose value increases ulth increasing x of the pale; 
such a awing acceptance hole would tend to trim off the loading 
edge of a distribution such B8 that calculated for Fig. 20(b). 

It follows that a detailed agreement bemoan the calculated and 
experimental mass spectra should not be expected in the absence of 
better raters tending of points ta)-(e). 

Mo claim, is made that the model described In this section is unique 
in it* ability to provide a go"d description of the dllapton distribu
tion!, However, ic does serve to illustrate the fact that the principal 
feature* of the data can be described quite well In teras of a Dalits 
mechanism. Furthermore, the model can be used to make specific, quanti
tative predictions concerning direct photon and single lepton production 
in the low p T regime. The pertinent results on theaa topics arc 
presented In the remainder of this chapter. 

&•* Implications lor Direct Photon Production 
The Onlitz decay mechanism described in the previous section 

results in a two-photon mass spectrum OK illustrated in Fig. 24, where 
corresponding e C~Y and p p~Y mass spectra are also shown. The integrated 
cross section values for YY» * e~Y and u U~Y are 3.16 nb, 49.5 ub and 
2.30 ub respecClvclT. however the sizeable YY and e e y cross sections 
are rather sensitive to certain aspects of the procedure Involved. 

Approximately half of the r* and e e~Y crow section results from 
2 masses leas than 0.5 GeV/c . Fron Fit. 24, only a small fraction of the 

+ — 
u ii data Is obtained from this region, so that a sore rapid fall-off 
toward threshold in the parent mass spectrum would significantly reduce 
the Implied yy and e e Y cross section values, with little effect on the 
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Fig, 24. The nonu l lMd Ytt « «"* and ti%~Y mase spectra r tw l t ln g Utm 
the model of Section 5.3 . 
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prcdictiona. These values as* also reduced a* the central mass 

value and a value la esprssslaa. C6) lacream. However, this does 

broaden tiie xeSoltlng pi distributions for disarans, so ti„;t large changes 

la these nar—rt<rt- values cannot be colerated* 

The *ole of for* factors in the decay matrix elssent Is also 

important. For cxanele, tfM inclusion of a T wave barrier penetration 

factor witb a cadlua parameter of L f ami Increases the dtmonn breaching 

ratio by —SOX vita l i t t l e affect on tha dioloetron rata, or on Che dimuon 
2 

x and p distributions] agraanant vlth the experimental m a n distribu
tions is iaprovcd, and the Inpllcd YV *nd e +«~T cross aaceions are 
reduced by approxlaately one third. 

The conclusion to >t drawn fron this is that the Dalitc mechanism 
described In Section 5,3 would iaply tht existence of a low-mass two-
photon continuum at a cross saction lavsi of a Saw nlllibarns. Present 
experimental data cannot rul« out tha axistsnco of such a continuing, 

A further consequence in the existence of direct photon production 
at a cross section level of £5 ab. * ' k parent object with mass, » and 
» T distributions as dsscribed in ths previous section decaying isotropi-
cally to two photons yields e photon to plon ratio- with the (x, p_> 
characteristics illustrated by Tig> 25, Bare, the two-photon cross 
section is 3.16 mb and the piwi data correspond to s'p •*• i+3t «t 16 GeV/c. 

CM The Mechanism of Pig. 22(d) doss not Imply a factor of two loss 
photon production; the Kroll-Uada matrix element is reduced by 
a factor of tun because there la only one virtual photon 
possibility, so that normalisation to the observed dlsuon cross 
section yields a factor of two increase in the ry cross section, 
i-e., essentially the ssna single r cross section. 
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Fig. 25. Tte tepeaOmcM o n x a n d p T « r c h * T t ° v *••*• obtained £• 
the «od*l of Section 1,3* 
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Tbe implication is that while the Cr/ir) ratio would be at the few percent 

level for p_ ~ 1 GeV/c for all x, it may undergo very rapid increase with 

decreasing ac and p , perhaps even exceeding the 10 - 202 level in the 

very central regions. 

For the region 0.1 < x < 0.45 and p_ < 0.8 GeV/c, the calculated 

direct photon cross section is 1.2 «b. This is significantly larger 

than the values obtained in section 3.6 by extrapolation to the photon 

pole. The extrapolation function, (2), corresponding to the model is 

roughly constant for M < 0.05 GeV/e , but then decreases approximately 
2 linearly up to-"0.45 GeV/c before flattening off at higher mass values. 

In Fig. 15, the first two data points lie below, and the last two data 

points lie above this curve; the resultant linear fit inpliea an extrap

olation function which is slightly increasing rather than decreasing 

with H, thus generating the large discrepancy between the calculated and 

extrapolated values of the cross section. This illustrates the need for 

nich more precise data in the low vass region. 

Aa stated abTe, the two-photon cross section of ~3 mb corresponds 
+ - + -

to an e e v cross section of —50 ub. The corresponding e e mass 

spectrum contains ~66 ub below the T° mass, and since the inclusive n° 

Dalits pair cross section at 16 GeV/c 1B ~600 ub it night be thought 

possible to detect the presence of such a contribution by means of 

deviations fro» the expected Dalltz pair mass spectrum. The dotted 

curve of Fig. 26 is the aass spectrum for e e pairs resulting from 

the continuum, the dashed curve corresponds to ir° Balltz decay for an 

inclusive *° cross section of 35 «b, and the solid curve la the sun of 

the two distributions. Clearly, it would be extremely difficult to 
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detect the presence of such a continoun contribution by measuring only 
the e +*T spectrua; simultaneous high efficiency photon detection would 
be. required. 

5.S ^plications for Single Lectori Distributions 
The Model described io Section 5.3 may be used to predict the 

behaviour of single lepton distributions as a function of x and P T-
Bilepten decay angular distributions are generated according to (6) 
above, with a * il in accordance with Fig- 22(b). In addition to these 
continuum contributions, lepton distributions resulting from n «nd w 
Bllita decay and froe the direct decay of 11, a and p to two leptons arc 
generated. The nee single lepton distributions are presented in the 
ferns of lepton to pion ratios using the 16 GeV/c data on ff~p •* IT X. 

Th* resulting U/n> ratio* for «8 Interactions at 16 GeV/t are 
illustrated in Fig. 27. An extremely rapid increase in R(e/rr) is 
predicted at low x and lew p_,. The (u/ir) ratio le also predicted to 
increase significantly in this region, hut tttich less dramatically than 
the (e/ir) ratio. In other (x, p ) regions the ratioa exhibit similar 
shape variations, but with R(e/n) approxteately a factor of 5 - 10 
stronger than Rfo/w); at low p_ <£&.2 CeV/e) the ratios decrease with 
increasing x, whereas iror p.,—1 SeV/c they increase with increasing x, 

The ejcperiaental data on It<c/») for p_ £l CeV/c result almost 
entirely from pp interactions s t * - . 0 £13(a)-(c}]. A compilation of 
these results is presented in Fig, 29; the data tejW to increase fairly 
rapidly with decreasing p T for |»T * 1 CeV/c, This behaviour is similar 
to that exhibited in Pig, 27 for R(B/IF> at X » Q, although the carve 
is a factor of ~2 above the data for p_ < 0.5 GeV/c, Almost all of the 
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Fig. 27- The dependence of R(c/ti) and R<u/») on x and pf fait BS interac
tions nt 16 CeV/c estiwatfid uai»g the model of Section 5.3 
together with the contributions {ran rt t u and o decay. 
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The conparlson of the calculated e/n ratio with n compilation 
of data fton p-p Interactions At x ~ Q; the dotted curve 
results fron direct decay of n, u and p to o+e~, the dashed 
curve fro» n and u Daliti decay and the solid curve from the 
•odel of Section 5,3 together with the resonance contributions; 
electrons resulting frca o+e~ pairs of mass lesa than 2Q MeV/c2 
have been eliminated In tha calculations. 
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data of Fig. 2B with p < 1 GeV/c result from single a n spectrometer 

experiments in which one and only one particle was required in the 

•spectrometer and aurrcinding guard areas. This requirement amounts to 

a cut on e e mass and at the same tine reduces the hadron counting 

rate. This eCfect la simulated in the model calculations by eliminating 

single electrons originating from very low mass pairs. The solid curve 

of Fig. 28 corresponds to a mass cut at ZO MeV/c , which yields a factor 

of~2 reduction in R(e/n). The dashed curve shows the contribution from 

1 and in Dalitz decay, while the dotted curve, represents the effect of 
+ — direct n, to and o decay to e e . If the mass cut wtre increased to 

2 60 McV/c a further factor of two reduction would result. Clearly, the 

solid curve of Fig. 28 describes the behaviour of R(e/iO for P T S I GeV/c 

rather veil. At higher p_ the measurements appear to flatten off at 

a value of ~10 ; as discussed previously, the results from the model 

would be expected tD be below the data in this region and serious com

parison should not be attempted. 

The data on R(li/n) for p < 1 CeV/e are obtained from p - M inter

actions in the 200 - 400 CeV/c incident momentum range [13(d)-{g)J, and 

correspond to integrals over p at forward x values. A compilation of 

theKL- data ' Is presented in Fig. 29(b). 

The behaviour of R(i/jt) integrated over p T is Bhown by the dashed 

curves of Fig. 29; the model calculation results and the contributions 

frora n, o and to decay have been combined, and it is evident that the 

dashed curve of Fig. 29(b) does not agree at all well with the measurements. 

•fr — + ~ (*) The data are presented as (u + u. )/(n + IF ) where appropriate. 
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f i t . 29. fha calwlouil x dependence of the l/« ratio integrated over 
PT £ 1 MT/ct tit* eaiiWfl cuyvtf f eerevent the mm of the Bodel 
esntxttMion and that f * » fonter* reeonance production in **p 
IfitAiastfeaa tt » GeV/e; fl* wi ld cvrvee resole f*<» the 
•odftl and tte eontntwtlm fcr m backward resonance production 
at 16 GeT/c; t te data of Fife WW correspond to pH interac
t i o n i s On xange 200 - 409 <MV/c Incident noaeaCuN. 
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Bovever, Inclusive o° production in tip Interaction* at I*. WV/c (40] 

agrees very well with backward production of a° in n"p Interactions at 

16 Gev/c I16«J' CoBBOtttiaflCly* the solid carve* of Fig. 19 « « generated 

by canblnii^ tee nodal calculation wsuita {which ar« forward-backward 

symetrlc l*y eonstcrnction) tilth «ho corresponding backward fcoaisstiavc 

contributions frow »u 4» ood p° decay. In this regard i t should bo 

noted that the inclualvn TT cross section for iTp interactions at 

16 Gev/c i s approximntoly forward-backward synnetrlc and the denominator 

in R(£/i) is obtained as the nvaraio of the forward and backward cross 

SOCtioiflE. 

The resulting ourvo of Pig. 29tb) describes the data vary well. In 
addition, the value of K(U/TT) Integrated over the entire forward 
hemisphere is quoted an <0,93 i 0.13) * 10 in reference 13(g)I ttio 
solid curve of Fifi, 29(b) Integrates to a value of 0.78 a 10 for the 
forward heiais)th«rci und it la known that at 350 GaV/c Incident mo won tun 
[13(g)] there are additional contributlone, for oxanplo from the dacay 
of charmed particlflB, vhicli tend to increase R(u/ir)t 

it follows from this that tin* dashed curves of Fie. 29 should bo con
sidered estimates of the behaviour of R(P/ B ) in the forward henlspbore for 
•H interactions and that the solid carve* describe th* behaviftnr expected 
for pN interactions aan in the boskviard nealsphBra for *S interactions 
The corresponding x and p_ diipmdtmtft of K(l/w) for p» Interactions fa 
atom in Fig. 30. The general characteristics at* similar to thorn of 
Fig. 27 (the distribution* for at • 0 at* the aaaai by construction, but 
the decrease of »(t/») at low p_ with ineraaslng x la norn rapid for 
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Tlj- 30. Jh« b , J>J) ̂ *peisd*ac« of R<*/») for pH interactions calculated 
** for yig. 27, but using th# contributions froa backward n, 
u and o production at 16 GeV/c, 
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pN interactionsf R(e/ir) is approximately independent of x for p — 1 GcV/c, 

whereas RCji/n) decreases with increasing x in tliis region, 

Finally, in Fig. 31 the expected behaviour of R(e/ji) with x imd 

p„ is summarized for forward itN and pN interactions. The calculated 

curve for x •> 0 is the same in both cases, and exhibits steady increase 

for p less than 1 CeV/c down to~0.2 GeV/c, with extremely rapid 

increase thereafter. This sharp increase Is highly localized to x -» 0, 

At low p , R(o/u) decreases with increasing x for TTN, but is essentially 

flat for pN interactions; for p_ — 1 GeV/c the trB ratio should be 

approximately x-independent, whereas the pN ratio would be expected 

to increase with x, 

In summary, the sinple model described in Section 5.3 is able to 

provide a good, simultaneous quantitative description of the experimental 

dntn on R{e/it) and Rfu/n) in the region p < 1 GeV/c when the additional 

contributions resulting from n, u and o decay are taken correctly into 

nccimnt. 

6, Conclusions 
+ — 

"Hio production of direct a e pairs has been measured in the region 

0.10 < x < 0.45, p 2 £ 0.64 (GeV/c>2 and 0.2 < H £ 1.2 fieV/c2. A low 

minis continuum in excess of the direct or Dalits decay of known 

resonances is observed for 0.2 < M i 0,7 GeV/c . This continuum cor-

ruHponds to a cross section of 700 ± 180 nb, and exhibits very steep x 
2 and p„ distributions suggesting a central production mechanism} the 

2 

steepness of the low p spike appears to be Increasing ulth decreasing x. 

For the accessible region of phase space, the (* e"/it O ratio 

1B (4.7 t 1,2) x 10 after subtracting known resonance contributions 
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from the nunmrator. However, the ratio exhibits strong St And p,? 
dependence . 

The cross section for direct photon production in thtt acceptance 
region of the experiment is estimated to be u » 366 t n 5 yb assuming 
a constant extrapolation function, and c • 240 i 350 ub If • linear 
M-dependcnce is allowed; tliu corresponding y/ir ratios ata catinntad to 
be (5.2 ± 1.3)2 and (3.2 t 4,7)2 respectively. 

Thy e u data from the present experiment are found to bo quite 
compatible with dimunn data at 16 GeV/c when affecte due to the oloetron-
muon mass difference arc taken into account- The combined data are 
considered to provide! Information on dimuon production for x » 0.1 and 
p... i l.Z GeV/e and yield a cross section of 864 i 124 nb In this region 
for ditiucn masses luss than 0.6 GeV/i . After subtraction of ostium tod 
contributions from n and u> Unlit; decay, a residual continuum cross 
section of 608 i 135 ub is obtained. Tlia corresponding x distribution 
is approximately exponiintlcii with slope 6.3 i Q<1, and tliuro exists n 
pronounced (x, ( p T » cortelutton in the data. Similar hnhnvlour la 
found for loss nsnss dirauon data from ffC interactions at 221 CoV/c In 

die region x > 0.07, aithough in tbis case the residual x diatrlubtion 
2 

is much stepper and has slope "-15,9. Altiwugh the integrated p_ dis-
tributions at 16 and 225 CsV/c arc similar in shape, the <x( <pi)J 
correlation appunrs different at tbe two energl«e. The ceotlnuun mass 
distribution at 16 CcV/c Cor x > 0.3 appears broader tlwa that observod 
for x > 0.07 at 225 GcV/c, indicating the «xt«C«n<« of a (MflSlble («, «) 
correlation. 
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A sfcaplc nwnel bneed on tha Dallta-Uka decay of a 4-4 eeaeinnun 
is able to describe the principal features of the 16 6eV/e dilepton 
data quite well. 

The implications for direct photon production Iww* been considered 
and It baa been conjectured that a low M S B dlphoton continues: may 

exist at the level of a few adUlbanw of cross section. The correspond
ing single photon cross section should yield Rtv/t) behaviour whi-h grows 
rapidly from a few percent for p_ ~ 1 GeV/c to the 10 - 20t level at 
low x and low p , 

Finally the implications for the behaviour of the single lepton to 
pion ratio have been considered in SORB detail in comparison with the 
experimental data for Pj 4 1 CtV/c. It ha* baen ohovm that the proposed 
•echanlsm, together with tha contribution! from nt P and u dueny, in able 
to dinultaneously daoerlba the R(s/i0 bahaviaur with p for x - 0 and 
the R(u/ir) behaviour with x whan integrated aver p.. Predictions of the 
behaviour over the entire (x, p_) plane have been prenantii<l for itN and 
pN interactions and the sensitivity of the rN reeults *e tha pronounced 
forward-backward asynnatry of n* u and 0 production him been demonstrated. 

Further experlaente are clearly required In order to tost the con
jectures presented in this paper aa they concern low ansa ditoptoo and 
single lepcon production. These nxperlaetts afcould set as their goal 
the simultaneous neafHiraaenc and efficient detection of Uptons and 
photons, for It is only in this way that contributions fron »*, n and n 
Dalltz decay can be reaoved rejJably la order to reveal the nature and 
origin of the low aaas dilepcon continmna. 
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